
NEISA Women’s Champs 

Questions re: Sailing Instructions 
 

QUESTION 1 

From: Matthew Lindblad <mitsail@mit.edu> 
Date: April 24, 2015 at 9:48:35 PM EDT 
To: Greg Wilkinson <gcwilk@gmail.com> 
Subject: 1 question submitted in writing for the judges 

Question: 
Referring to College Dinghy Class Rules 7.4.2, when surfing and planing is possible, is more than 1 ooch 
allowed per wave? 
 
7.4.2. RRS 42.2(c) is changed to read: “Except on a beat to windward, when surfing (rapidly accelerating 
down the front side of a wave) or planing is possible, ooching (sudden forward body movement, stopped 
abruptly) is permitted in order to initiate surfing or planing.” 
 
 
Thanks, 
Matt 
 
--  
Matthew Lindblad 
Assistant Professor/Head Coach 
MIT Varsity Sailing 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
 
 
john.moulthrop <john.moulthrop@yahoo.com> wrote: 
My understanding is that since the definition uses the singular term this implies one ooch per wave/surfing 
opportunity. This has also been my understanding of implementation as a competitor and a judge. Thus, 
that is my interpretation and enforcement of 42.2(c) for college sailing. 
 
John 
 
QUESTION(s) 2 
	  
From: Jeffrey Bresnahan <jcbre@conncoll.edu> 
Date: Fri, Apr 24, 2015  
Subject: Pin end boat 
To: Greg Wilkinson <gcwilk@gmail.com>, Michael O'Connor <mgo@fas.harvard.edu> 
 
 
1. Will the boat be anchored ? 
 
2. Will they have a flag ? If not why not ?  
 
3. Will they be calling numbers? If not why not?  If they are going to identify numbers, it makes sense once 
they get approval they should hail numbers. 
 



4. With 16 boats do we really need a pin end boat? 
 
5. If we have to have a pin end boat can the line flag be towards the bow? This helps to not get pushed into 
the boat by windward boats. 
 
6. Will the pin boat be calling boats independent of the RC boat? If this is the case hailing numbers is 
common practice 
 
From: Greg Wilkinson <gcwilk@gmail.com>  
Date:04/24/2015  
To: john.moulthrop@yahoo.com, Michael O'Connor <mgo@fas.harvard.edu>  
Subject: Fwd: Pin end boat  

My answers are as follows: 

1)  Yes 

2)  See SI 9.2 

3)  Yes, but see SI 10 

4)  No response/no answer 

5)  Yes, the flag will be towards the bow 

6)  Question not understood.  N/A 

Please confirm 
 
Greg 
	  
From: john.moulthrop <john.moulthrop@yahoo.com> 
To: Greg Wilkinson <gcwilk@gmail.com>, Michael O'Connor <mgo@fas.harvard.edu> 

Confirmed, I agree with all of the responses given. 
 
John 
 
	  


